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INTRODUCTION

Most plants and almost all-construction sites have floor openings, wall,

o'enings, and stairways, and these.features are often the sited for accidents, .

usually falls. One-fifth of all job accidents result from falls: falling

over an item, stepping ina hole, falling to a lower level. This module sug-

gests safeguards to protect workers from falling and tripping, and the steps

that should be taken to prevent injury from falling tools and materials.

The OSHAct (Occupational Safety and Health Act) requires that floor open-

ings,A011 openings, and stairways be protected by:soMe kind of barrier. ,This

module examines each of these three possible hazards and suggests barriers

that mAt OSHA standards. Since getting etd of safety hazardsddpends on the

problems being quickly noticed, workers need to be sensitive to akeas where

protective.gudrding is absent or not good enough. Floor openings, such as

pits, trapdoors, manholes, chutes, stairway and ladderway opentagrs, and sky...

lights'should have structural guards. Railings are a must to prevent falling .

4
accidents from platforms, runways, o loors with open sides that have a drop

of fou feet d1-. more.

Wall openings such as holes, windows, elevator, shaft door openings, or

chutes can be guarded by rails, picket fences, half doors,or similararriers.

Stairways must follow' special buining standards for strength and have ra ±lings .

for safety':
.1

'w 0
OBJECTIVES,

.

.

Upon completion of t is-module, the strident should be ableto:
( .

.
,

1. Compare ancont standard railing with toeboarci, hand railing., and

stair railing. (Page 3) ,
...

2. List the different types of floor 6penings whichshoUId,be-guarded,

'(Page 5.) .
.

3. Explain when.4nd where a platfoni4 should-be Used with iegSiOd to floor'
.

'

openings. (Page 8) ,

4. List different types of wall openings and'holes which should be guarded.

(Page 9)

4
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5. State the maximam distance between a wall openir9 and the floor before

' the opening must be guarded. (Page 10)

6.. State when open-sided floors, platforms,.and runways,must be guarded

by railings. (Page lf)

7. List the types of railingt which may be cased on' stairs Raving four or

more risers. (Page 12)

$. Describe fixed ,stairway strength and construction, , (Page 14)

Rage 2/SH-36
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SUBJECT MATTER

d
oiLIECT)ve 1: Compare and contrast standard railing with

toeboard, stair railing, And hand railing.

A railing is the maim device for protecting persons from falling through

floor'or wall ;openings, from stairways, from platforms, or from runways.

Whether the opening or open side is temporary 9r permanent, a protective rail-

ing or a cover muste provided.. Railings can be made of wood; pipe,.or steer

so long .a0'hey'cah withstand aloa of 200 pounds applied from any direction

anywhere on the rail. Fiber and wire rode are not the best choice o'f mat

rials for railing because they s45, but they are accep of kept. taut.

Three kinds of railings are in general _use. Standard railing (Figure la)

.refets to a vertical guard railing about 42 inct4es, high, built along the open

side of a fldor or wait opening, to'prevent people from falling off the edge.

A standard railing must consist of a top r ail, a middle rail,-- and an adeqbate

number of posts. The post% are usually spaced six.or eight feet apart' depen-
. 1 , A

ding on the construction material- used.

A

TOP RAIL

MIDDLE

I

RAIL .

4" TOE BOARD

1
.

a. Standard riding..

. ir

Tigure,l. IllAree types of railing.

4
I
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A stair railing (Figure lb) is like a standard railing since nas a

top rail and a middle rail anchored. by posts spaced about six or eight feet

apart.. 13-teits height must be 30 to 34 inches rather than

i

42 inches.

A handrail (Figure lc) is simply a horizontal bar orpip6 that is mounted

with bratkets on a wall or partition. A handrail, just like the top rail of a

standard or stair railing, is meant to provide a firm handhold in case one

stumbles or trips on a stairway or ramp. Handrails and top rails need to be

iirooth and easy to grasp. The required height for a handrail is the same as

for a stair railing, 30 to 34 inches, and a handrail gust, be set out at least

three inches from the wall.

. A toeboard is a barrier 'at least four inches in height that is built

along he open sides of a floor or wall opening or the exposed edges of a

platform, runway, or ramp. A toeboard prevents- materials or from fall:

ing through an opening to a lower level and causing injury to 'iomeone.
4

Floor covers ate sometimes used in place of fixed standard railings to
.0

guard floor openings. Covers need to be able to cary the same loadas.the

floor,, and they must
e

be flush that'is, even with the surrounding floor,

or nearly so.

I.

I

ACTIVITY 1:*

Compare and contrast standard railing, stairrailing, and

/land railing'by filling in'the blanks of the table below.,

2 -
.

,

Standard
Railing

Stair
Railing

,

Hand

Railing

.
Number of rails

Strength or loadbearing

caoac.itv I

m--
.

Height of railing .

Method of mounting
railing

. 1%,

. _ .

*Answers to activities begin on, page 16.

Paw 4/SH-36
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oemurnvs 2:- List the different "types orfloor_

openings which should be-"guarded.

I

Any opening is dangerous if someone can trip over it, or fall through it,

or drop something through, it. Care must be taken to safeguard all such open-

ings.

One floor opening -ern is necessary in many workplaces is the stairway.

Standard railings must be provided on all exposed sides of-the stairway open-

ing (as shown in Figure 2) except the entrance to the stairway itself. Some-

times little-used staiways are in. the path of normal foot traffic, and worik-
.

ers fiQd it inconvenient to Use a fixed standard railing around the stairway

opening. In.that case, a hinged floor opening cover may've used instead,

Even a hinged flodt cover must have a removable' standard railing set up around

the opening when a cover is not in place.

1

F
STANDARD
RAILING ON

3 SIDES

Figure 2. Stairway opening_

GATE AT
ENTRANCE

STANDARD
RAILING
3 SIDES

Figure 3. Ladderway opening.

Ladderway openings should be

guarded in the same way as stairway

openings With the extra precaution

of a toeboard. Unless the ladder-

way is offset to prevent a worker's

walking directly into the opening,

a swing gate must be provided ate;

the entrance.

Hatchways and chutes can be

guarded in one of two ways'. A

hinged floor opening cover may be

used, Tong with removable standard

railing On all except one exposed

side. In this way, :if the opening

is not in use, the cover can be

close or removable top and fiddle

rail n be put on the exp d side

(see gure 4). Another safe and

acceptable way to protect workers is

to provide fixed standard railings

with a toeboard on two exposed sides

VSH-36/Ppe 5
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REMOVABLE TOP AND MIDDLE RAILS

1

of the hatchway or chute and to use

removable railings on the other two

sides. Sometimestworkers have to

feed 'material into ,hatchway or

STANDARD RAILING
chute opening. Wherever this is

ON 3 SIDES the case, some kind of protection

HINGED

HATCHWAY

COVER

Figure 4. Hatchway of
chute opening.

pit
TO THE UNTNAINIO EYE.

THIS IS JEST LSAFINS. ENT
Al? SAFETY-CONSCIOUS
noise CAN SEE TNAT
no NAURU TNIS

MANNINO

*AD

. Figure 5. When the cover of a
floor opening is off, a worker
should guard the opening or

fixed standard railing must
be provided.

Page 6/SH-36

must be provided to prevent the

worker from 411 ing,through the )

opening.

-Skylights. may be guarded by a

standard skylightscreen or by

fixed standard railings on all ex-

fosed sides. ,

A floor opening cover should

also t5e hinged in place over all

its &nd trapdovs. The cover must

be form-fitting and able to carry

the same weight as the floor around

it. Whenever the cover is not

closed, removable standatid-railings

must be provided on all open sides.

Otherwise, the opening must be .

guarded by a worker (someone other

than the person working in the

floor opening as shoWn in Figure 5)

until the cover is back in place.

The same alternatives, removable

railings or constant attendance by

personnel, must be provided for a

manhole while the manhole cover is

temporarily off the opening. Un'L

like the covers for pits, trapdoors,

hatchways, and chutesonanhole

covers do not have to be hinged in

place.

9
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. Either standard railings or constant attendance'by another is

.

required for temporary floor'openings also. Any other kind of floor openings

over one inch wide or long have to be guarded as well. This is not only t6
t .

prevent workers from tripping over such openings, kut also to preVent tools
it

or materials from falling through the holes and possibly hurting person5, below.

If these floor holes are in an area where people can walk into them by acci-
. .-

dent, they must be guarded by standard railing with a toeboard, or hinged
../ .

floor covers, or a worker must guard the hole when the cover is off: Even
a

loos holes that workers cannot get to because machinery, equipment, or walls

lock them from foot traffic must be pro tected by covers, and
.
the Covers must

not `leave openings more than one inch wide.

When floor-opening covers are not the rigFit size, or are not fastened

' correctly, serious injury or death, can be the result. One case brought before

OSHA concerned a man returning from .lunch with two co-workers. All three were

walking through the plant when the man stepped on a floor opening cover that

had bAn left uncleated (unfastened). Theman fell to his death. If someone

had taken a minute or two to be sure that the floor opening cover was firmly

in place, the accident wouldnot have occurred.

ACTIVITY 2:

List the different pes of floor openings which

should be guarde

1.

2.

3.

'4.

5.'

6.

7.

/) 8.

9.

10.

1 .

SH-36/Page 7



OBJECTIVE 3: Explain when and where a platform should

beused with regard to flobr openings.

Some stairway and ladderway ope'nlngs need an added safety/precaution.

Wherever a door or a gate opens direCtly on a sta-irway, there is danger that

a worker will walk through the entranceway quickly and be surprised by the

stairs (see Figure 6). A platform should

be provide) in such cases, and this.platlabor

must be at least20 inches wider than the
-4

sp -ace needed for the swing of tFt door. '

In which situations are plat-.

Figure 6. Wherever a
door or gate opens

directly on to a stairway,
an adequate platform

must be pr-ovided.l.

I

Page 6/SH-36

forms required? -
a.,/ Wherever there is a

ladderway or stairway.

b. Wherever a door or gate

opens directly on a

stairway or ladd4rway.

c. Wherever a door swings

out more than'20 inches.

d. Wherever workers are

likely to be using the

stairs quickly,

J
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OBJECTIVE 4: LiSt efferent types of ?tall openings' AR

',.
.4 . .

and holes which should be guarded:* ...

--
,

.

, ''.., 4 ) . '
.
.Any' wall opening large enough or liw,enough for someone to fall through

7.
.

.
or knock objects through, needs proteeMe guarding: Sach openings may in -'

cTude windows, chutes, temporary wall op4ninss" holes, an even doorways.
, .

The important thing' to keep in mind fs that wtp openings from which there
. !

is a drop of foufeet o more must be gjdrded. Guarding can be supplied by '

a rail,,picket fence, ha door,or a similar barrier. . r

...,

It is permissible to. use a,removable guard over a lall opening/ but it ,

is better if the guard is hinged or mounted in somewayiso that-iVis easy
.

to'replace. A grab handle an each side of tPe opening, about four
0
fept above

......

floor level, must alsobe provided. Wherever there is'a danger of 1111,1ng

materials injuring workers qn a lqwe level, a toeboard orianeling.is re,toe
.

e .

quired. A toeboard is the standard protection necessary for chutes,,wal
4

openings, and. holes, 'Temporarywallpenings must bergu%led-also, but; he k_

guards4do not have to be of standard constrction.

Even if there is a door on a wall opeing, precauti,ons have to be taken.

.
A door which opens on to a drop of four feet or, more needs therdded precau.-

1
tions of grab handles and a guard (Figure 7)./ Any 'guard used must pe kept in

place when the opening is not bein6 used. -54meti-Mlis there is'a platform out -

s

- ,

ide the wall ()Wing, put there to allow-for easier liifting and ,handling of

p., materials.. If this plat-

WALL OPENING _

- form has nailing, theh
OR CHUTE OPENING

d .

a.

I

111 there is no need for grab
GRAB HANDLES HINGEb OR

: REkLACABLE handles or a guard over \ \.

A BARRIER M
opening. Outside d6or- -; openings that are used for

v § FLOOR lifting equipment-or Mate -
ur

rial may be made safer if
.Q 4. a "NOT AN IOCIT" sign is

GRADE (OUTSIDE) OR LOWER q
.

Posted on or over the door.
4

. Figure 7. Wall dr chute opening.

1

4

.

12 -*. SH:36/Page 9



ACTIVITY 4:

.

1. List tpe,difTerent types of wall openings that must

' rbe guarded.-t- -

a.

b.

o.,

4

e.

2. Fill in the:blank. ,

Any wall opening ,f1-61 Wilich there is a drop of

. feet or more must be guarded.

,

'. .bJECTivt 5:, State the maiimum distance between a wall
/,

:...
orfening and.the floor'before theopening must b,.9uarded,

its .

. .
.

,%. Windows at stairway-landings, platfdrms, or balconies require gugrding

iAethey are four feet or more from the ground or ,floor outside and if the
. ,

. : ., . 7'

bottom of the window is less than three feet aboCve the platflm or landing.

Slatst grillwork or standard railing may provide the necessary protection.

In some case, the bottom of,a window dinning may be'belbw.the landing

'or platform, thereby creating, a danger of materials falling through the Oln- (

do vii, injuring tnose who are on the lowerrlevel. If the bottom edge, of the

-, wind& or wall opening is les than four inchei' above the floor, and there is
.-,

a drop of five feet or more to a .lower level below the' window outside, then
...

a standard toebvard or-an enclosure screen must be used.

. -

ACTIVITY 5:,

s4'

State the maximum distance between a wall opening and

the floor before the opening must be guarded.

Page, 10s6H-36
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it\OBJECTIVE 6: State When open -sided floors, platforms,/
and runways must be guarded by railings.

Opensided.floors, platforms, and runways that are raised four feet or

more'above the floor or the ground next to them Must be guar d 5y standard

or the equivalent. Entrances to, ramps, stairways, o fixed ladders

may' be left/exposed. A' platform sijnply me &ns any raised passageway, such/as

footwalk along shafting or a walkway between, buildings. .

There are three situations in which a toeboard. an encloSureascreen, or

panel'i'ng is needed in addition to the standard rajlingyWherever an open-
.f -ter

'sided floor, phtform or runway is placed so thai, below the open side

(.1) people can pass, (2) moving machinery is stationed, or (3) eql.Apment is

placed with which falling materials could make fiazardous contact, then a tOe-
.

jboard, an enclosure screen,..or paneling is needed. In the case of a runway,

atoeboard is needed if there is ,any chance of tools.,' machine karts, or mAte-
Y

trials being used on the runway. Workers need to be very careful of runways

or platforMs which are above or next to. dangerous equipment.of any kind, such

as pickling ar galvanizing tarlks, degreasing units or similar hazards (Fig-,

ure 8). Ln,these situations, regulation, along with common sense, requires

'" grIka
standard railing and toeboard

- regardless Of the height of these

open-sided floors]

Runways are sometimes used

/ forservicipg machinery or doing

other things for which one open

. side is needed. The railing can

be left out in such situations,

so lOng 4s the runway is at least

18 inches wide. Where workers

enteringe runway are exposed to-
ANY HEIGHT

Ftgur'8.41,,lit matter what their height,
runways and platforms that are next to

dahgerous equipment of any kind need to
have standard railing and toeboard.

14

electrical equipment or on vats

or any dangers other than fall-

ing, thenioadditional guardlgig

ofthe equipment may be necessary.

In otherwwords, if the runway

SH-36/Page 11
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cannot be provided with a rail on both sides because operating conditions

.require one open side, then.the hazard below needs guarding in some other way.

'For example,,an open vat may need to be covered.

So.,,,ather accident prevention measures for platforms, runways, and ramps

are not legally required, but'are good ideas all the same! Ramps and runways

can bemade safer by being covered with rough coatings,or adhesiVe strips for

safe footing. Platflpms and runwayson which materials are stacked or stored

may be better protected by an encloture screen than by a railing and toeboapoi...:...---1

CTIVITY 6:

State the two general sitUations in which open-sided

floor, platforms; and runways must be guarded.

1. '

2.

.1*

OBJECTIVE 7: List the types of railing which may be used
*e0

on stairs having four or more risers.

Stairways are a major source of .injuries. Stairway accidents are best

-prevented by constructing safe stairs and including standard railings. Work-

ers need to be aware of stairway safety faCtOrs and be able to recognize a

'stairway hazard. In Figure 9 below, the different parts of a stairway are

shown and labeled with the terms used in this discussion.

TOP LANDINGRiPLATFORM

,TREAD

NOSE

TREAD WIDTH

RISE HEIGHT

IP

Figure 6. Parts of stairway.

A

Page 12.5H-36

The tread refers to

' the part of the step that

is stepped on. Tread

width is the distance from

the front to the back ,of

the tread, including the

nose when there is one.

The rise ofthe step is

the height from the top of

the tread to the top of

thainext higher tread.

If there is no solid



at

c.,

conneetion joining the back of 6ne'tread Viiittie front-of the next higher

tread, the stairway is described as havinkopem risers. A stairway platform

is a landing that provi "breakrin a ,.tun off stairs..

Every flight of airs aving. four ot more risers must be equipped with
,

stair rail ings. or handrails. Table.l'beh ow shows the rail ing requirements for'

stairways according to their widths.° "Enclosed" means that there is a wall on

one or both sides of the stairway.

TABLED 1 . BAILING REQUjREMENTS FOR STAIRWAYS.

.

Width of Stairway ..

-

Railing Requi reme.nts
-777'.

thanthan 44 inches

.
. ,

.

, r

MO

.' kg ,

If both:4des are enclosed, there must
be' at eleast one hand rail, preferably

on the right side.
.,,

if one side i4 open and one side en-
cOsed, there must be at least a stair
rai ling' on the open side.

, .%
-- If bath sides are open, one stair rail-

' ing.mmst be on.each open side. . ,

44 to 88 inches'
..

.

A handrail is requi red do each enclosed
side. .°

'A stit'r railing `is- required on each

°pep. side .

'More than 88 inches

b

r

-Ape:handrail is required on each en-

losesside.,

Onesta4 i r, rail-inn is re'qui red on each

on side.

At _One middle stair railing must be placed

. abbutt Midway of the width.

The- ends of all railings, stair railings and hand railings, should be

turned toward 'the wall or otherwise made' so they do not stick out.

Winding stairs are usually. put around tanks and similar round structures.

A handrail is required for all winding stairs, and it.should be offset in such

a4.4ay that workers sere not able to:walk on any part of the tread which is less

than six inch wide.

Winding and spiral stairways require extra Caution to be taken by the

'user, because the treads are wider :pn the outside than on the inside. For

411 ;)

in
o

SH-36/Page 13 ,-
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I

this reason, installing winding:stairways is not permitted around 'tanks or

structures that are less than five feet in di anieter. Spiral stairways :should

be instal led only where' it is not pra*ti cal or possible to provide a, regular

stairway. . 4

ACTIVITY .7:

Match the type of stai rwa3e with itS railing requirement's.

1. Stairway more than 88 -a.

inches wide with both
slides enclosed.

2. Stairway 70re then 8$
inches' wide with both

° sides open..

3. Stairway less than 44
inches wide, with both c.

sides closed.

4 4. Stairway 44 to 88
inches Wide,wi with both d.

s ides open.

5. Stairway 44 to 88 e.

inches wide with one
side open and one
.side closed.

A handrail on the Open
side and stair rail-
ing on the closed side.

Handrails on each side
and a stairr ling at

the midpoint of the
stai rs. ,

One handrai 1 , pre-

ferably, on the right

,si'de descending.

Stair 'railing on both

sides.

Stairs ?ailing at both

Sides and a stair rai 1-
;i ng at the midpoint of

the 'stairs.

VE I: Describe fixed stai ;way strength and con-

rtion.

,Employers should provide f124-dstai mays wherever work operations require

regular travel between levels/ Wherever raised equipment needs rout) or

daily attention such as gaging; intpection., or: maihtanance, fixed stai r? are

the best -way to get, to such equipment. ,Fixed stai rs are usual ly better than

fixed ladders whereo'rkers may be carrying tools or equipment by hand,' and

where they may be exposed to harmful substances.

All fixed stairways 'Rust be bu,ilt to carry five times the expected live

load, and they must be able to carry safely a tinimum moving concentrated load

of 1000 pounds (Figure 10). Other guidelines are listed below:

Stail. width must be 22 inches for regular stairs, and 28 inches

for stairs which provide an exit.
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Vertical clearanCe Must be seven feet for regular stairs and
7 1/2 feet for exit stairs.

iLhe angle of may rise must be between 30 and 50 degrees.

Rise height and tr d width must beuniform.

Treads must be reas ably slip-resistant.

Every tread and 1 in musthave a nose which overhangs the
lower riser by one- alf to one inch. The nose (or leading)
edge mot be even from one end to the other. (Stairways of
bar wended grating treads are also acceptable, although they
do not have nosings.)

Any,r'iser height and tread width is allowed if it results in a slope-.
from 30 to 50 degrees. A tread width of at least 9 1/2 inches and a riser

THIS IS WHAI I
CALL. A MOVING

001110EN7RATED LOW

Figure 10. Fixed stairways must be
able to carry a minimum moving

concentrated load of 1000 pounds.

18

.;

height of between five and eight

inches are recommended by, some safe-

ty experts. Stairs with treads

less than nine inches wide must

have open, risers.

Stairway landiks are an impor-

tant safety feature. OSHA regula-

tions warn against long flights, but

do not specify minimum length. Some

authorities recommend platforms

every tenth or twelfth tread. These

stairway platforms should be at

least 30 inches in length measured

i'n'the direction of travel.

Other suggestions for safer

stairs are (1) to have good light-

ing of stairways, (2) to install

covering over outdoor stairs to

keep, off rain, ice and snow, and

(3).to install fireproof partitions

and doors to keep flames from

spreading by way of stairways.
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ACTIVITY 8:
.

.

List the stairway requirements for load capacity, width,

and incline.

1.

2. .,

3. s

I
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ANSWERS TO. ACTIVITIES -
4

)

1

ACTIVITY lj

Number of rails 7, 2, 1.
r

Strength 200 pounds, 200 pounds, 200 pounds. 1 #

Height Abottt 42 inches, 30-14, inches, 30-34 inches.

Method posts, posts, brackets.

ACTIVITY 2

1. Stairways.

2. ) Ladderways.

3. Hatchways.

4, -Chutes.

5. Skylights.

6. Pits. .'.

7. 4 Vrapdoors.

8. MAnholes.

0 I,

2

J
A
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9. _ Floor hbles.

1Q. Tempoary floor openings.

ACTIVITY '3 ;).

b. ,

$ 4

ACTIVITY 4 (

1: a. Windows,.

*.
b. 'Wall openings.

c. Wall holes.'

d. Chutes.

e. Temporary wall openings.

.2. Four feet or more.

ACTIVITY 5

Three feet.

ACTIVITY 6

1. Where there is a drop of four feet.

2. Where the platform is next, to dangerous equipment' or people.

ACTIVITY 7

1. b.

2. e.

3. c.

/ 4. d. 1

5. a.

ACTIVITY

1. 1000 pounds, and fiwe times t4.-epected live road. .

2. 22 incl-ps-.

3. 30 to 50 degrees.

r (
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